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Procedures of Issuing a Landing Permit in the Jordanian Airports for  charter 
flights Carrying Dangerous Materials. 

 

Flight Carrying Dangerous Materials:- :-   Any flight carrying materials classified 
as dangerous according to Article (34) of the Civil Aviation Law and the followed 
instructions and  procedures in this regard. 

             1. Application of landing Permit in the Jordanian Airports 

Documents and Information to be Submitted by the Applicant:  

A. The nature of the dangerous material according to the specified number(UN 
Number)of the United Nations lists regarding such materials .  

B. Airway bill . 

 

1. The applicant shall submit the landing  permit application for flights carrying 
dangerous materials  through a 

        - Sequence and Details of the Work Stages :   

supervision agent or a representative office of 
the company before (5) five  working days of the flight by E-Mail 
airclearances@carc.gov.jo  or Fax  No .00/962/6/4874756 or through *(AFTN) 
system . 

2. In case of approval , the permit shall be issued and the applicant shall be 
informed the number of the permit . 

3. In case the application is not approved , the applicant shall be informed and 
the reasons shall be mentioned.  

AFTN: Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network*  
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(Form 10-2002) 
attached by the required document through a supervision agent or a 
representative office of the company. The Application shall include : 

http://carc.gov.jo/images/CARC_Form_10-2002Charter203.pdf
http://carc.gov.jo/images/Osama/Supervision_Local_Agents.pdf
http://carc.gov.jo/images/Osama/Supervision_Local_Agents.pdf
mailto:airclearances@carc.gov.jo�
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Needed Time to Issue a  landing Permit in the Jordanian Airports for Charter 
Flights Carrying Dangerous Materials: 

-(5) five  working days is  the time needed to issue a landing  permit for charter  
flights carrying dangerous materials after receiving all requirements . 

 

 

 

 

-Civil Aviation Instructions Regarding Dangerous Materials : 

(JCAR  Part OPS1/Subpart R (which replaced JCAR  part120) 
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http://carc.gov.jo/images/Regulations/OPS1.pdf

